Theories for electron capture from inner shel ls by fully stripped ions are compared with experiments for K-shell vacancy production, The recently developed theory1'2 goes beyond the Oppenheimer-Brinkman-Kramers (OBK) approximation since it accounts for the perturbed stationary-state (PSS) and relativistic (R) effects in the description of inner shel ls as well as for the Coulomb (C)-deflection of the projectile ions; at high velocities of these ions, the theory merges with the second Born approximation. Agreement with a vast amount of data is obtained without introduction of semiempirical scaling factors. The scheme of calculations, which are cast in terms of the OBK cross sections of Nikolaev3 only for convenience, is presented through a sample evaluation of electron capture cross sections.
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to hydrogeni c states of a ful ly stripped ion were deri ved, in the OBK approximation, by Nikolaev, 3 As long as the subshel ls of an inner shell S are treated as degenerate and S' states are empty, Nikolaev ( 1) D4 [(1 -X ;-7~t (1 I 
and n, and n are the principal quantum numbers characterizing t&e S' and S shells, respectively. Here (9) as deduced from the second Born approximation for electron capture for arbi trary Z1 and Z2.
We join Eqs. (8) and (9) Fig. 1 , whi ch also compares our theory with the data obtained with other ful ly stripped projecti les, the experimental values are wel 1 within our predictions. The results of our theory may ultimately be compared with numerical coupled-state calculations. Such calculations, if proven to be sufficiently ab initio and rigorous, should define the domain of validity of our approach. This comparison would be particularly illuminating in the low-velocity range i.e., in the territory that still is relatively virgin to experimental explorations and, at present, off limits to the existing numerical schemes.
